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Dragon Outcast continues E.E. Knight's thrilling fantasy series about a brood of young dragon siblings-each unique, each powerful, and each fated to battle the other to the end. Here, the
darkest of the dragons is introduced as he strives to make himself the strongest-and the last-of his brethren...
A comprehensive overview of a classic hockey team includes season-by-season summaries; complete stats; biographies of all Hall of Fame players, coaches, general managers and owners;
details of every trade, draft pick and free-agent signing; and much more.
In order to save her younger brother, who lost consciousness while playing the online game "The World," Akira must enter the fantasy world herself, which she does as the character
BlackRose.
This collection of essays offers a coherent view of (North)American literary and cultural history from the times of James Fenimore Cooper to the present. Its focus is mainly on the novel and on
poetry, but it also inquires into the relation between genres and discourses: between literature and painting, realism and the beginnings of American sociology, between fiction and the political
rhetoric of expansion. Historically, it explores especially three periods of American literature and culture: the late-nineteenth century and the transition from Victorianism to the modern era, the
forms and peculiarities of American literary modernism, and postmodern fiction (especially the work of Pynchon, Coover, and DeLillo). Within these areas of interest it emphasizes the rise and
development of the American city novel as well as the different literary representations of the Canadian and U.S. American experience of the frontier and of the city. Thus the book gives
evidence of the richness and diversity of American cultural expression, yet also of an academic lifetime's fascination with, and commitment to, American Studies.
In the winter of 1790, a mysterious and deadly disease strikes the unsuspecting town of Aberdeen. The victims are all women in the prime of life. Determined to save his patients, talented
young physician Alec Gordon embarks on an astonishing medical quest. What he discovers will shake the small, close-knit community to the core and change his own life – and that of his wife
and young daughter – forever. Based on a true story, Touching Distance is a stunning historical novel set in Scotland and the West Indies in the Age of Enlightenment. A vivid portrait of a
pivotal moment in world history, it is also a universal tale of intimacy and estrangement, reason and passion, corruption and courage. In 2009, Touching Distance was shortlisted for the
McKitterick Prize and won the 2009 Medical Journalists' Association Open Book Award.
Food is love, food is emotion. What good is a startling recipe book when it does not bring emotion, happiness, joy and love to your kitchen and dinner table? Everything you touch, see and
smell while cooking moves the soul, sparks a memory; this never-to-be-forgotten Potato startling recipe book will make you FEEL that. We passionately slipped emotions into every legendary
Potato recipe, making them quirky, stand out and hilarious. Read them out LOUD and laugh, giggle while you follow their easy indispensable steps - and crave the food you make. You'll love
this book, the intimate recipes are easy, the ingredients are easy to get and they don't take long to make. Foodlovers turn to topping Potato Greats for startling information and inspiration. This
is a very satisfying book, however I would recommend you eat something before you read this book, or you won't be able to make it through without reaching for a skillet or saucepan! Potato
Greats is funny and packed with more famed information than you could imagine. 301 Delicious impressive recipes covering everything, each using ingredients that should be simple to find
and are Potato-indulging. This surprising cookbook offers great value and would make a fabulous gift. This dandy book will also give you enough mind-opening inspiration to experiment with
different ingredients since you'll find the extensive vibrant index to be extremely helpful. The aromatic recipes are superb. Wonderfully easy to put together and you don't have to make or
purchase a ton of ingredients or fancy kitchen gadgets before you have a chance to play with them. There's only one dapper word that describes it all: Yummy!!
âe~I am trapped centre stage in the spotlight. Do I have a choice? I stare straight ahead, shrug my shoulders and mumble, I guess so. In three words, it is doneâe¦ Some people can be
trusted.âe(tm) Ashley Rhodes was taken from her mother when she was just three years old. She was left angry and clinging to an unpredictable, dissolving relationship with her family. But
the painful memories of being taken away from her home quickly became consumed by real-life horrors. Ashley was forced to endure manipulative, humiliating treatment from an abusive
foster family and spent nine years of her young life moving from home to home. Then she met the loving Courter family. In this inspiring and unforgettable memoir, Ashley finds the courage to
accept her past and utter three words that will change her life forever.
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON MICROSOFT WINDOWS 8 takes a critical-thinking approach to teaching Windows 8 concepts and skills. In addition to in-depth coverage of essential topics, this
book also covers some of the coolest new features to the Windows Operating System including Apps, the Charms Bar, mobile computing, and touch screen capabilities. The New Perspectives
Series also has new pedagogical elements to help students with all learning styles absorb key information. The Visual Overview at the beginning of each tutorial gives students a graphic view
of the content, as well as a study guide for later use. ProSkill Boxes and Exercises provide students with information and practice on Professional Skills that relate to that tutorial's content.
Troubleshoot Exercises provide an opportunity for students to apply their skills in a critical thinking setting. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

From the New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood come two tales about two princesses, set in London high society. Captivating romance with a dash of suspense and
humour.
Organize a Civic Apps Competition (CAC) in your city. This practical guide provides best practices for each phase of the process, based largely on the authors’ firsthand
experience planning and managing Apps for Metro Chicago (A4MC). You’ll learn everything from setting goals and creating a budget to running the competition and measuring
the outcome. CACs provide software programmers with platforms for building effective apps, using open government data as a way to foster community involvement and make
government more transparent. This handbook helps you address serious questions about the process and shows you what’s required for making your competition successful.
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Gain insights from the authors’ survey of 15 CACs in the US and Canada Get guidelines for establishing specific goals, and evaluate results with reliable metrics Understand
major costs involved and build a budget around partners and sponsors Determine participation incentives, prize categories, and judging Avoid unstructured data sets by being
selective when choosing public datasets Learn how the authors handled roadblocks during the A4MC competition Discover ways to sustain lasting community interest once the
CAC is over
Vanity, Nadia, and Kensington--three nurses who have a penchant for high fashion, late nights, and using their feminine power over men--all work the night shift at Ellerton
Memorial Hospital. But when they aren't saving lives, they're out on the town exploring their wild sides. After numerous random hookups, the three women realize they want more
excitement and arousal. When Vanity is fed up with being a nurse, she seeks other career options--hosting adult parties, and Nadia and Kensington are invited. The nights are
filled with intrigue, secrets, passion . . . and then some. Nadia's sexual appetite is satiated, but her relationship is threatened by the shadows of her past. Kensington struggles to
balance her work and personal life, while trying to figure out whether she wants to be the teaser or the teased. Searching for a quick sexcapade has now become a bit more
complicated, as Vanity, Nadia, and Kensington begin to question their views of life, men, and what they want out of a relationship.
In the past two decades, new modeling efforts have gradually incorporated more molecular and structural detail in response to environmental and technical interests. Molecular
Modeling in Heavy Hydrocarbon Conversions introduces a systematic molecule-based modeling approach with a system of chemical engineering software tools that can
automate the entire model building, solution, and optimization process. Part I shows how chemical engineering principles provide a rigorous framework for the building, solution,
and optimization of detailed kinetic models for delivery to process chemists and engineers. Part II presents illustrative examples that apply this approach to the development of
kinetic models for complex process chemistries, such as heavy naphtha reforming and gas oil hydroprocessing. Molecular Modeling in Heavy Hydrocarbon Conversions develops
the key tools and best possible approaches that process chemists and engineers can use to focus on the process chemistry and reaction kinetics for performing work that is
repetitive or prone to human-error accurately and quickly.
L'écrivain et journaliste John-Manuel Andriote fait équipe avec Katie Runde, artiste, musicienne et ouvrière agricole laitière afin de réécrire l'histoire vraie de Wilhelmina, la vache
Angus noire qui décida par une chaude journée de juillet 2011 de s'enfuir de sa ferme d'Orange, dans le Connecticut.Wilhelmina passe cinq mois à voyager en compagnie d'un
troupeau de cerfs. Daisy la biche devient sa meilleure amie. Ils sont aperçus autour d'Orange, Milford et West Haven. Pour d'étranges raisons, les agents de contrôle des
animaux pensent que Wilhelmina est un taureau, et l'appellent donc Waldo. Jusqu'à, naturellement, leur première tentative malheureuse pour la capturer.Après avoir utilisé sa
gourmandise pour finalement réussir à tranquilliser le bovin de plus de 360 kilos, ils l'emmènent dans une réserve pour animaux à Oxford, à 32 kilomètres de là, dans le
Connecticut. Ils espèrent que Wilhelmina y sera heureuse pour le restant de ses jours.C'était bien la seule chose sur laquelle ils avaient raison. Betty, la douce fermière qui
adopte Wilhelmina, l'accepte car la vieille dame écossaise partage le goût de l'aventure de Wilhelmina. Comme Wilhelmina finit par le comprendre, l'acception de son sort et
l'amour peuvent mettre un terme aux plus fortes envies de voyage et vous permettre de réaliser que vous avez enfin trouvé votre vraie maison.
My Dearest Reader, When you hear my story, perhaps you will think me a man unable to control his own hungers...his own temptations. But I warn you that I am no such thing. I
am simply a man who knows what he wants, and what he can't live without. It is only fair to tell you that my clan is one descended from magic. I have learned these powers are
both a blessing and a curse—for the magic that flows through my blood controls my fate utterly and completely. When I first saw the beautiful Loris, I knew she was my unoliaeth,
my oneness, the woman I am destined to unite with for all eternity. At that moment, I allowed my passion to lead me to do the unthinkable: I employed a forbidden magic to win
Loris's heart. How did I know that my error would lead to a black curse that still haunts me today? How could I have known that the curse would irrevocably cast Loris' affection
for me to another man? Now I am left to ponder how I might win Loris back—black curse be damned. I believe there must be a way. For while it is the darkest realms of magic that
keeps Loris from becoming mine, there is another power at play: the undying, unending love of one man for one woman. And I pray that in the end, that will be enough... Your
obedient servant, Kian Seymour, Castle Tylluan, London
The Rough Diamonds are a close knit team. Kev McGovern, their captain, makes sure they work hard and play hard. Kev is stunned when he discovers that Dave has to cope
with epilepsy. When he suffers a major attack, the victory the Rough Diamonds are so desperate to win, hangs in the balance.
In his teaching and his writing, Paul L. Holmer (1916-2004), Professor of Philosophy at the University of Minnesota (1946-1960) and Noah Porter Professor of Philosophical
Theology at Yale Divinity School (1960-1987), not only made important contributionsto recent American theology, but was also much in demand as a public speaker and
preacher. Following his death, the Holmer family in 2005 donated his papers to the Yale Divinity School Library. In this, the third volume of The Paul L. Holmer Papers:
'Communicating the Faith Indirectly', the reader will see Holmer's deep concern with the problems and possibilities of the sermon, liturgy, ministry, and spirituality. Inspired by
Soren Kierkegaard's reflections on
This book provides plant managers, supervisors, safety professionals, and industrial hygienists with recommended procedures and guidance for safe entry into confined spaces. It reviews selected case
histories of confined space accidents, including multiple fatalities, and discusses how a confined space entry program could have prevented them. It outlines the requirements of the OSHA permit-entry
confined space standard and provides detailed explanations of requirements for lockout/tagout, air sampling, ventilation, emergency planning, and employee training. The book is filled with more than 100 line
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drawings and more than 150 photographs.
Volume 2: Neuro, MSK, Nukes, Mammo, Strategy Volume 1: *sold separately- Peds, GI, GU, Endocrine, Reproductive, Chest, Vascular, Cardiac, IR Physics War Machine: *sold separately- Physics, Biostats,
Non interpretive skills
Essentially the last of the bare-knuckle heavyweight champions, John L. Sullivan was instrumental in the acceptance of gloved fighting. His charisma and popular appeal during this transitional period
contributed greatly to making boxing a nationally popular, “legitimate” sport. Sullivan became boxing’s first superstar and arguably the first of any sport. From his first match in the late 1870s through his final
championship fight in 1892, this biography contains a thoroughly researched, detailed accounting of John L. Sullivan’s boxing career. With special attention to the 1880s, the decade during which Sullivan
came to prominence, it follows Sullivan’s skill development and discusses his opponents and fights in detail, providing various viewpoints of a single event. Beginning with a discussion of early boxing
practices, the sport itself is placed within sociological, legal and historical contexts including anti–prize fighting laws and the so-called “color line.” A complete record of Sullivan’s career is also included.
"In 1977, the world was ready for something new," writes Savannah College of Art and Design president and founder Paula Wallace. "All around us, dreamers were dreaming up new ideas: Star Wars, The
Clash, Apple. I was nearing thirty and ... wondered if I could do more." What happened next would change the face of higher education. An engaging, moving, and inspiring memoir, The Bee and the Acorn
traces the journey of Wallace and her family to the historic Georgia coastal town of Savannah, where they set about creating a new university for the arts. The tiny college would be a radically different kind of
institution, buzzing with progressive ideas about what education could be and what it should do for students. Nearly forty years later, SCAD has become one of the largest and most highly regarded arts
universities in the world. Established in 1978, the Savannah College of Art and Design is a private, nonprofit, accredited university, offering more than 100 academic degree programs in 42 majors at locations
in Atlanta and Savannah, Georgia; Hong Kong; Lacoste, France; and online via SCAD eLearning. SCAD enrolls more than 12,000 undergraduate and graduate students from more than 100 countries. The
university's innovative curriculum is enhanced by professional-level technology, equipment, and learning resources, as well as opportunities for internships, professional certifications, and collaborative
projects with corporate partners. In 2014, the prestigious Red Dot Design Rankings placed SCAD in the top ten universities in the Americas and Europe.
Dragon OutcastThe Age of Fire, Book ThreePenguin
Kathy Freston's appearance on The Oprah Winfrey Show prompted Oprah to commit to the "21-day cleanse" featured in Quantum Wellness, creating an instant bestseller and a national trend. During her
21-day cleanse, Oprah's daily blog provided updates on her progress, intriguing millions of readers and creating a media frenzy. Now, with The Quantum Wellness Cleanse, Kathy Freston gives readers the
tools they need to fully harness the 21-day cleanse and stay motivated. This easy-to-follow guide lays out a comprehensive plan to turn our lives around in each of the areas of body, mind, and spirit. By
following an essential day-by-day map of what to eat, how to deal with the complex feelings that arise as we detox, and how to fully redirect our energy so our lives take on a fresh momentum, this
indispensable companion offers recipes that can be mixed and matched, and answers all the questions that may arise so that we can forever change the course of our lives.
Tough Decisions places readers in realistic composites of cases the authors have actually seen or managed where they must make tough medical decisions. What happens in them often depends on the
reader's decisions and thus gives a sense of pressures that bear on clinical-decision making.
Aleut private investigator Kate Shugak and Alaska State Trooper Liam Campbell team up to investigate a suspicious plane crash that ended the life of aviation entrepreneur Finn Grant.
THE BALINESE TWINS - Beautiful and exotic, they exchange an island paradise for the shabby squalor of London, and innocence for corruption. THE SICILIAN - Ricky Delgado strikes a devil's bargain with
a blood goddess: 'Build my temple and bring me the souls of damaged people, and you will see what rewards I give.' THE COURTESAN - Elizabeth makes her living from men's desire. With a flick of the
switch in her head, she feels nothing: no pain, no hate, no sorrow, no joy. THE ARTIST - Anis takes to painting as an outlet for his rage. His artist's eye knows his subjects before they know themselves, and
he paints them all, a gallery of broken people. Can they escape the deadly web of decadence and sin?
This historically based fictional novel tells on a pair of working cowmen and their exploits in the American old west. This story chronicles a veteran cowhand, Patrick O’Connor, (Ornery) and his tenderfoot
saddle partner, Francis Slimmery, (Slim), and how they made their way west to come into the steady employment of the ranch known as the, “O U T (Oh-Ewe-Tee) Spread”. Further told is how the two main
characters come to deal with life, contending; with their critters (cows), the elements of nature, the lay of the land, outlaws, wildlife, their friends, calico-friends, and each other, all the while toiling to tame their
corner of the prairie west. Conveyed are the simple, but oft’ humorous and life like escapades of these two laboring cow-saddlers, as they commence to ply their cow craft for the “brand”. The setting for
these accounts is far less fictional, and transpires on the very real North American frontier, circa 1880’s. Told about as well is the time-honored cowboy code, one pervasive to the people of this era and
played out by the two central figures. These tales dabble in the daily deeds, trials, and tribulations of nearly every aspect of a cowman’s existence during that period. The anecdotal activities are set to expose
the full range of endeavors, from the slow and arduous boredom of ranch chores, to the split second moments of hair-raising and life-threatening perils oft’ encountered along the trails. The chapters in this
story are intended to rekindle the feeling of an old west evening around the campfire, filled with tales of cowboy adventures, escapades packed with; love and luck, kinship and hardship, calamity and triumph,
wisdom and self-exploration, all via the exploits of these two saddleback heroes and their friends. All this, and shared in the old-fashioned American story-telling tradition.
Stacey Caversham has just been convicted of her room mate's murder - a crime she did not commit. The judge gives Stacey a choice - she can either do twenty years in prison, or one year on Firebound
Island. The only catch is, on the island, there's dragons. Thrust into the unknown, Stacey soon meets Zane, Head of the Dragon Knights. It's his duty to 'test' Stacey out to see which of his men she will be
suitable for. Before Zane can make his choice however, he also finds himself falling for her. Together, Zane and Stacey soon must face off with the tyrannic Dragon King, Horatio, who threatens to tear them
apart. The outcome will be that both must sacrifice something in order to keep the other one alive, and there are no easy choices to make...
This book contends that there is a fundamental logic underlying the participation of non-elites in the nationalist enterprise. In order to understand this logic we must cast aside the standard myopia ingrained in
most Rational Choice analysis.
Trucks are tough and sturdy. They take on heavy loads, then thunder on their giant tires down long and busy roads.From semitrailers to tankers, rumble down the road with a team of animal truckers in this
lively story, now in an attractive board book format perfect for small hands. Young children will adore it as will the adults who get to read aloud these irresistible rhymes!
A dazzling debut about the power of family and the pain of betrayal set within Manhattan's Fifth Avenue apartments, the opulent mansions of the new Moscow, and the pre-revolutionary palaces of Saint
Petersburg. Sasha Ozerovsky is a young expert in Russian art at Leighton's, an exclusive Manhattan auction house. When a dealer arrives from Moscow with an exquisite 1913 Fabergé figurine, Sasha
immediately recognizes a rare masterpiece. But in the high stakes art world, the price of an object is tied to its history. If Sasha can determine for whom the bejeweled piece was made and where it has been
hiding for the past century, its value -- and Sasha's career -- will soar. But as Sasha moves between New York's high society and Russia's new rich, he discovers that the piece once belonged to his family,
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and he must face questions about their past that he never dared to ask. Superbly plotted and evoking the elegance of Russia's gilded age, Object of Virtue is an enthralling tale that explores what happens to
a family torn between vanity and virtue.
Presents a guide to professional etiquette in business situations, covering such topics as meetings, email, social networking, travel, dress, and restaurants in a question and answer format.
Since 1984, Chinese cinema has been the most dramatic entry onto the international film scene. China into Film is the first book to look at contemporary Chinese cinema as a visual art and to illustrate the
ways in which it has been shaped by centuries of Chinese tradition. Jerome Silbergeld looks at the significance of gender roles, the strategies of film-makers in coping with state censorship, the translation of
novels into films, the continuing attachment of film-makers to melodrama, and cinematic critiques of Maoism and post-Maoist culture. Abundantly illustrated with Chinese paintings as well as scenes from such
internationally acclaimed films as Yellow Earth, Red Sorghum, Raise the Red Lantern and Farewell My Concubine, China into Film reveals a cinematic form at once excitingly new and deeply imbedded in
traditional Chinese visual culture.

Set in modern-day Washington, D.C., Requiem for the Devil depicts the end of the Devil's ten-billion-year career. For the first time in his existence, Lucifer falls in love, and this event threatens
to transform his identity and perhaps even his destiny. Gianna O'Keefe is the woman who drags him out of his ancient despair and points him toward possible salvation. Yet Lucifer's path from
evil is neither straight nor smooth. Pursuing love means betraying his fellow fallen angels, the loyal friends who once followed him to damnation. Divine and infernal forces seem to conspire
against his and Gianna's union. Lucifer's empire crumbles around him as he dares to defy the natural order and question his fate.
This careful study of the co-existence over time of Buddhism and shamanism among the Lhopo (Bhutia) people of Sikkim sheds new light on their supposedly hostile relationship. It examines
the working relationships between Buddhist lamas and practitioners of "bon," taking into consideration the sacred history of the land as well as its more recent political and economic
transformation. Their interactions are presented in terms of the contexts in which lamas and shamans meet, these being rituals of the sacred land, of the individual and household, and of
village and state. Village lamas and shamans are shown to share a conceptual view of reality which is at the base of their amiable coexistence. In contrast to the hostility which, the recent
literature suggests, characterizes the lama-shaman relationship, their association reveals that the real confrontation occurs when village Buddhism is challenged by its conventional
counterpart.
'Everything To Him' by Elizabeth Coldwell Felix Meredith has everything. The owner of a multi-media company worth billions, he's come a very long way from the boy who started a record
company in his university dorm room. He owns properties on three continents and his sex life with his wife, Amber, is as hot and inventive as it's ever been. But despite all that, he's still bored,
and in need of a new challenge... 'Lucky for Him' by Rachel Randall Industry rumours whisper that Argentinian billionaire Renzo Vega has invested in a secret project known only as 'Lucky'.
Eager for his next challenge, entrepreneur Rob Ray tracks Renzo to his luxury yacht. Rob's determined to get in on the deal, so when Renzo refuses to meet with him, he stows away on the
ship... 'Pleasure for Him' by Jan Springer Billionaire Ryland Walton wants to give his girlfriend, Lily, a gift of pleasure that only more than one man can give to a woman. When interior
decorator Lily Tiffany receives a diamond-encrusted key with an invitation to a private island estate, she's both nervous and excited that her sexy boyfriend is once again surrendering her to
his dark desire of sharing her with another man... 'Submitting to Him' by Alysha Ellis Billionaire Blair Cowdery and his wife Elise travel the world seeking new pleasures. On the island of
Santorini their status ensures they get the personal attention of their hotel's handsome young manager, Nick Zervelos... 'Cuffed to Him' by Cerise DeLand Joanna Carter earned-and carelessly
dashed-a reputation as a hard-driving journalist. Now she has a chance to resurrect her career by interviewing her childhood friends and billionaire brothers, Giff and Josh Spencer. The men
were once her next door neighbours. Now, they have bad press as playboys and Jo figures they need her as much as she needs them... 'Yielding for Him' by Lauren Fraser Lisa Scott knows
how to get what she wants and what she wants is a life with Van. They belong together and she'll do whatever it takes to make him realise it. Including taking him up on his challenge to invite
his best friend, Jason, into their bed for one night...
Affluence, Austerity and Electoral Change in Britain investigates the political economy of party support for British political parties since Tony Blair led New Labour to power in 1997. Using
valence politics models of electoral choice and marshalling an unprecedented wealth of survey data collected in the British Election Study's monthly Continuous Monitoring Surveys, the
authors trace forces affecting support for New Labour during its thirteen years in office. They then study how the recessionary economy has influenced the dynamics of party support since the
Conservative-Liberal Democrat Coalition came to power in May 2010 and factors that shaped voting in Britain's May 2011 national referendum on changing the electoral system. Placing
Britain in comparative perspective with cross-national survey data gathered in the midst of the worst recession since the 1930s, the authors investigate how the economic crisis has affected
support for incumbent governments and democratic politics in over twenty European countries.
Practical HTML5 Projects is a collection of valuable web techniques that any developer or designer can use. This book is all about saving time. Busy web developers should not have to plow
through pages of theory or history only to discover that no practical applications are provided, nor should they have to read a paragraph five times to extract some meaning from it. All of the
techniques within this book are explained using fully worked examples that you can immediately apply to your own projects. With each technique the book provides: A practical and useful
example (and a screen shot of the end result where applicable). The markup for a fully worked example. A downloadable template to adapt for use in your own websites. With Practical HTML5
Projects, you can dive straight into the book at the required chapter and immediately find answers to your website problems, and find the sample code you can use to get it right. Start creating
websites using the practical examples, summaries, and templates. This book includes topics such as rollover navigation menus without scripts, adding audio and video, rounded corners, drop
shadows, adding PayPal services, and much more. It also includes sections on troubleshooting and transitioning to HTML5 and CSS3 to help bring your existing content up to date.
Studying for the MRCPsych exams can seem a daunting prospect, especially when faced with the vast amounts of literature available to help, but this book offers a complete solution in the
form of a thoroughly comprehensive guide to the Part II Exam. Completely up to date and taking in the recent changes to the exam, the book reflects the exam format and content extremely
accurately. Written by an experienced examiner with contributions from trainees, the book combines these elements to ensure that it is the perfect revision companion for any psychiatrist
preparing for the MRCPsych Part II.
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